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Abstract
Ininteractive
systems,
the~dialogue
manager’
is a central
component,
whose
primary
task
istodecide
whattodonextina dialogue.
Thisdecision
involves
taking
a variety
ofkinds
of
context
information
intoaccount,
withdifferent
logical
properties,
usedindifferent
types
of
reasoning,
andtherefore
withdifferent
demands
onrepresentation.
Inthispaper
wediscuss
the
representation
ofthecontext
information
needed
tosupport
intelligent
dialogue
management
in interactive
speech
systems.
We arguethatsimple
typesof context
information
should
be represented
ina waythatoptimally
supports
efficient
simple
formsofreasoning,
while
other
typesofcontext
information
require
sophisticated
logics
forarticulate
representation
and full-blown reasoning.
Usingdifferent types of representation for different types of context information creates
a problemin situations where a type of context information, that is adequately represented
in a very simple form most of the time, exceptionally requires articulate representation and
sophisticated reasoning. Weindicate howthis problem can be resolved, and howa dialogue
managercan use several forms of context representation and reasoning for generating dialogue
acts, by clearly distinguishing the different ways in whichdialogue acts maybe constructed
and the conditions under whicha particular construction is to be used.
Keywords:dialogue context representation,
information.
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dialogue management,reasoning with context

Introduction

Dialogue management is the process of deciding what to do next in a dialogue. In human communication, dialogue managementis a process that seems to go unnoticed muchof the time; only
rarely are we awayof having to make a decision on what to say next, or on whether to say anything
at all. Whendesigning a computer dialogue system, however, we either have to pre-program the
possible dialogues according to certain fixed sequence of utterances, or else we have to define a
’dialogue manager’, who decides what the system should do next based on a model of the current
dialogue context.
Research on the design of intelligent computer dialogue managementsystems has also inspired
investigations of human dialogue management. These investigations have made it clear that human dialogue managementis actually highly complex and sophisticated,
and suggests that one
of the stumbling blocks for the development of high-quality speech dialogue systems is the design of dialogue managers that have some of the sophistication and subtlety of humandialogue
management.
In this paper, we will examinethe notion of ’dialogue context’ in the sense of the information
that is relevant for deciding what to do next in a dialogue. Wewill model the communicative
behaviour of dialogue participants using DynamicInterpretation Theory, a theoretical framework
for dialogue analysis, that views communicationin terms of actions, intended to change the context
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in certainways.In thispaperwe willuse DynamicInterpretation
Theoryforthe analysis
of
dialoguemanagementphenomena.
Thispaperis organized
as follows.
We firstconsider
thebasicsof dialogue
management
within
theframework
of Dynamic
Interpretation
Theory.
We thenturnto an analysis
of thetypesof informationneededto support
effective
dialogue
management.
We identify
someof themostimportant
logical
andcomputational
properties
of theseinformation
typesandconsider
theconsequences
of
theseproperties
forcomputer
representations
of dialogue
contexts.
We arguethatdialogue
management
reliescrucially
on context
information,
whereeachtypeof context
information
should
be
represented
in a waythatoptimally
supports
efficient
reasoning.
Finally,
welookattheproblem,
created
bytheuseofdifferent
representation
formsfordifferent
typesof context
information,
in situations
wherea typeof context
information,
thatis adequately
represented
in a verysimple
formmostofthetime,exceptionally
requires
articulate
representation
and sophisticated
reasoning.
We willindicatehow thisproblemcan be resolved,and how a
dialogue
manager
canuse several
formsof context
representation
and reasoning
fordeciding
on
thegeneration
of theappropriate
kindsof dialogue
acts,by clearly
distinguishing
thedifferent
waysin whichdialogue
actsmay be constructed
and the conditions
underwhicha particular
construction
is to be used.

2

Dialogue

management in DIT

Dialogue management, as we said above, is the process of deciding what to do next in a dialogue.
This decision must take a lot of considerations into account. Often, participating in a dialogue
goes hand in hand with some noncommunicative activity. For instance, the information service
representative engaged in a dialogue with an client alternates talking to the client with consulting
her computer information system, and the client may be taking notes and consulting his agenda
while talking to the information service. A computerdialogue system playing the part of one of the
participants also has to perform both kinds of action, and the dialogue manager of such a system
therefore has to interact closely with other processes, in particular with processes that gather and
combine pieces of information, in short, with reasoning processes. Someof this information may
be highly complex, as we will see, and require sophisticated logics and inference procedures. For
effective dialogue management,it is vital that to keep the representation and processing of conceptually simple context information simple, rather than casting all types of context information
into a single formalism for the sake of uniformity.
The two kinds of activity that a dialogue partner is typically engaged in, communicative and
noncommunicative, can both motivate a contribution to the dialogue, In Dynamic Interpretation
Theory two classes of communicative acts are distinguished, corresponding to these two underlying motivations: task-oriented dialogue acts and dialogue control acts. Task-oriented acts are
motivated by the non-communicativepurpose or ’task’ underlying of the dialogue; dialogue control
acts monitor the interactive process, helping to create and maintain the conditions for smooth and
successful communication.

2.1

Dialogue acts

Dynamic Interpretation
Theory (DIT) defines both task-oriented and dialogue control acts
context-changing operations. Wehave defined the concept of a dialogue act as the functional
units used by dialogue participants
to change the context (Bunt, 1994). A dialogue act has
a semantic content, formed by the information the speaker introduces into the context, and a
communicative l~unction that defines the significance of this information by specifying how the
context should be updated with the information. By saying that dialogue acts are units ’used by
dialogue participants’,
we mean that every communicative function corresponds to a particular
set of features of the communicativebehaviour that dialogue participants display.
Communicativefunction can be divided into three categories: those specific for dialogue control, those specific for a particular type of task domain, and those that have a general use for
exchanging any kind of information. Task-specific communicative functions are for instance OFFER, ACCEPTANCE
andREFUSALin negotiation
dialogues
(seeJekatet al.,1995;Alexandersson,
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1996)..
Fordialogue
control
actswe haveproposed
a classification
intothreesubsystems,
concerned
with feedback, interaction management, and social obligation management(Bunt, 1994). Feedback
acts provide information about the processing of partner inputs, reporting or resolving problems
(negative feedback), or reporting successful processing (positive feedback). Social obligation
agementacts deal with socially indicated obligations such as welcomegreeting, thanking, apologizing, and farewell greeting. Interaction managementacts handle various aspects of the interactive
situation, such as taking turns; pausing and resuming; monitoring attention and contact; and
structuring the discourse explicitly.
In Bunt (1989) we have presented a hierarchical system of general information-exchange functions, where at the top of the hierarchy we find two subclasses of dialogue acts, those concerned
with information seeking and those with information providing. Figure 1 provides a schematic
overview of these subsystems.

general information exchange

information
providing
(1)

task-specific

information
seeking
(9.)

dialogue control

interaction feedback
management
A
~
positive

social
obligations

~management
negative

(1), (2): hierarchies of communicativefunctions defined in Bunt (1989).
Figure 1: Subsystems of communicative functions.
A general information-exchange function, such as INFORM,earl be combined with discourse
domain information as semantic content, and form a task-oriented dialogue act, as in (la), or
may combine with interaction-related
information and form a dialogue control act, as in (lb).
(1) a. The next train to Amsterdamleaves at 9.05.
b. I didn’t hear you what said.
Both for dialogue control acts and for task-specific dialogue acts there axe thus two ways to
form them from a communicative function and a semantic content. This is summarized in Table
1. Example(2) illustrates the two ways of forming a task-specific dialogue act, and (3) the
ways of forming a dialogue control act.
(2) a. Twenty-five thousand.
b. I am willing to offer twenty-five thousand.
(3) a. Thank you.
b. I am extremely grateful for your help.
Note that the task-specific functions in an information dialogue axe just the information-seeking
and -providing functions; therefore, information dialogues constitute the one and only kind of
dialogue for which there axe in fact no task-specific communicativefunctions.
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comm. function

semantic content

dialogue act type

general
info. exchange

task domaininformation
interaction information

task-oriented
dialogue control

task-specific

(task domaininformation)

task-oriented

dialogue control

(interaction information)

dialogue control

Table 1: Possible constructions of dialogue act types

2.2

Dialogue

management

mechanisms

As mentioned above, communicative acts may be motivated either by the underlying purpose
of the dialogue or by the purpose of securing the conditions for effective communication. These
motivations form the basis of dialogue mechanismsif we make the following idealizing assumptions:
Rationality Communicative agents act in order to achieve something. They form communicative
goals to fulfill their underlying goals and desires; choose their communicativeactions so as to
optimally further their communicativegoals, and organize the interaction so as to optimize
the chances of success of their communicative actions.
Sociality Communicationis a form of social behaviour, and is thus subject to cultural norms and
conventions. An important aspect of this is Cooperativity, i.e. the disposition to act so
as to be optimally helpful for the dialogue partner, taking his goals, interests and abilities
into account.
From these assumptions, the motivations of the various types of communicative act can be
derived as follows.
¯ Task-oriented acts are motivated by the speaker’s underlying task goals (Rationality)
his knowledgeof the partner’s goals (Cooperativity).

or

¯ Dialogue control acts:
- Interaction managementacts and negative feedback acts are motivated by the drive to
communicatesuccessfully (Rationality);
- Positive feedback acts are motivated partly by Rationality and partly Sociality (see be-

low).
- Social obligation managementacts are motivated by the desire to honour social obligations (Sociality).
These motivations can all be construed as relations between dialogue acts and aspects of
dialogue context. In the next section we consider these aspects of context.

3
’i

Types of dialogue

context

information

Wewill follow the division of dialogue acts into task-oriented (TO-) acts and dialogue control
(DC-) acts, with the further distinctions indicated in Fig. 1 and below, to consider the types
context information that a dialogue manager needs to generate the various types of acts.
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Thsk-oriented

dialogue acts

The generation of a TO-act, being motivated by the underlying dialogue purpose or ’task’, depends
on the state of the task that the speaker is trying to accomplish. For instance, suppose the
speaker is planning a trip, and contacts an information service to obtain travel information. In
order to obtain specific information, a question is the appropriate act; the primary condition for
asking a question being that the speaker wants to know the information he asks for. Additional
conditions for the generation of this act will include the assumption that the information service
does have the information requested (which may not be obvious, depending for instance on where
the trip is going) and a numberof seemingly trivial assumptions (e.g. Searle (1969)’s ’preparatory
conditions’). All information-seeking acts share these assumptions. Finer distinctions within the
class of information-seeking acts correspond to additional assumptions, such as the CHECKhaving
the condition that the speaker weakly believes the semantic content to be true (see further Bunt,
1989).
While information-seeking TO-acts nearly always have their origin in information needs that
the speaker experiences in trying to achieve the underlying task, information-providing acts often
derive from cooperativity: the speaker believes it to be in the hearer’s interest to obtain certain
information. This requires the speaker to have beliefs about the underlying task and its current
state, from the hearer’s point of view. For a dialogue manager to generate TO-acts, it must have
information about the underlying task and the task domain, as well as about the dialogue partner’s
information (and this recursively).
Dialogue control

acts

The generation of a feedback act is triggered by difficulties that the speaker encounters in processing an utterance or by successful completion of such processing (negative and positive feedback,
respectively). Generating a negative feedback act seems relatively easy for a dialogue manager,
provided that it receives sufficiently clear failure messagesfrom modulesthat run into difficulties;
depending on the seriousness of a difficulty, the dialogue manager should generate a feedback act
with the appropriate priority.
The generation of positive feedback acts is conceptually more difficult to regulate, since there
is some conceptual unclarity as to why and when such acts should be produced. An optimally
efficient dialogue strategy might seem to be one that assumes communicationby default always to
be successful; positive feedback would then never be necessary. Natural humandialogue, especially
spoken dialogue, is full of positive feedback, however, and complete absence of it is experienced
as uncomfortable. Somespoken dialogue systems report all the time what they have recognized;
this introduces too much redundancy and slows the interaction down too much. Positive feedback
seems desirable someof the time, but not all the time.
Three reasons for performing positive feedback acts are:
1. The speaker assesses the dialogue context as ’risky’: he has reason to believe that the hearer
might think that something in the speaker’s processing went wrong, where this is in fact not
the case (Rationality).
2. The speaker has not contributed to the dialogue for a considerable period of time; ’it is
about time to say something’ (Sociality).
3. It is the speaker’s turn to contribute to the dialogue, but he cannot immediately come up
with something to say. In that case, a positive feedback act can be used as a harmless ’filler’.
Whatever precisely the mechanismsfor generating feedback acts may be, they require a speaker’s
context to contain knowledge of his own processes of recognition, interpretation, evaluation and
execution, what we call his ownprocessing status, as well as knowledgeof the dialogue partner’s
processing status (for corrective feedback).
It may be noted that the reaction to a negative feedback act often requires knowledge of the
preceding discourse; for instance, "Did you say Thursday~. n and ado you meanFriday April the
second or Thursday April the firsff" require knowledge of what was said and what was meant,
respectively.
- "

Interaction management(IM) acts, at least in spoken dialogues, are primarily concerned with
turn-taking, timing, contact, dialogue structuring, and the utterance formulation process. In a
corpus of 111 naturally occurring spoken information dialogues (see Beun, 1989) the most important cases of turn management were (TURN-GIVING,TURN-KEEPING
and (INTERRUPTION).
Dialogue participants apparently have a view on who is having the main speaker role (’the turn’).
Time managementacts are concerned with the amount of time that various activities may take.
Whena speaker needs some extra time to formulate his contribution, he may produce a STALLact
( "Ehm", "Let’s see",..); whenhe needs more time, for instance to collect some information or to
deal with an interfering activity, he is likely to produce a PAUSE
act, to prevent his dialogue partner
from worrying about the reasons of a prolonged silence. The generation of such acts depends on
speakers having an estimate of the time needed to perform various activities.
Contact management acts are used by speakers to monitor contact with the
both in the ’physical’ sense "Hello?"), as when checking someone’s presence at
telephone line, and in the sense of giving and having attention. The generation
depends on the speaker having beliefs about the physical/perceptual dialogue
whether attention is being paid.
Owncommunication
used by a speaker to
ature also referred
on the availability
very similar to the

dialogue partner
the other end of a
of these acts thus
context and about

management acts (borrowing Allwood’s term; see Allwood et al., 1992) are
deal with disfluencies in his contribution to the dialogue; what is in the literto as ’self-repair’. The generation of such acts by a dialogue manager depends
of information about difficulties in the output generation processes, which is
kind of information we have seen for the generation of feedback acts.

Discourse structuring acts are used to explicitly structure the interaction, indicating for example
that a certain topic is being closed, that a new topic is going to be addressed, or that the speaker
intends to ask a question ( "I have a question. "). The generation of discourse structuring acts is
based on the speaker’s view of the current context and on his plan for continuing the dialogue.
Wehave argued elsewhere (Bunt, 1999) that a separate representation of topics is not necessary
there is an articulate representation of goals and related aspects of the state of information, especially if the dialogue history keeps a record of goals that have been achieved earlier in the dialogue.
Social obligations management(SOM)acts reflect that natural language communication between
humanpartners is subject to conventions of social behaviour; for instance, when one does something wrong or when is unable to help, one is expected to apologize. And when meeting an
acquaintance, one is supposed to greet.
For dealing with such ’social obligations’, languages have closed classes of utterances with the
property that their use puts a pressure on the addressee to react with an utterance from a related
class. For example, a Thank you" creates a pressure to say something like "You’re welcome", and
a greeting creates a pressure to respond with a return greeting. SOMacts characteristically come
in pairs, of what in the terminology of the GenevaSchool is called an ’initiative’ and a ’reaction’
(see Moeschier, 1985; Roulet, 1985).
In Bunt (1994) we have introduced the notion of reactive pressures (RPs) to capture this
phenomenon: an qnitiative’ SOM-acthas as part of its definition a description of the reactive
pressure it introduces into the context. To account for the occurrence of initiative SOM-acts, we
have further introduced the concept of interactive pressures (Bunt, 1996). An interactive pressure
(IP) differs from an RP in that it is created not by a particular SOM-act,but by properties of the
context that are created in the course of the dialogue.
RPs and IPs lead to the generation of SOM-acts if we assume that communicative agents
always aim at resolving such pressures. This is a way of turning the observation made above
that speakers have "the desire to honour social obligations" into a mechanismfor dialogue act
management.
An IP is created by an IP principle, which is a pair consisting of (1) a set of local context
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conditions that must be satisfied for the pressure to arise; (2) a specification of a communicative
function (or class of functions) and a set of constraints on semantic content and utterance form.
See Bunt (1996), for more about IP principles.
In sum, this analysis leads us to distinguish the following types of dialogue context information:
1. (a) Knowledgeof the task and the task domain. Wecall this aspect of dialogue context
the semantic context.
(b) Knowledgeof the dialogue partner’s semantic context (and this recursively).
2. (a) Knowledgeof one’s own processing status.
(b) Knowledgeof the partner’s processing status.
3. Knowledgeof the preceding discourse; we call this the linguistic context.
4. Knowledgefor IM-acts:
(a) Knowledgeof the allocation of turns. This can be considered part of the linguistic
context.
(b) Knowledgeof the time needed by various processes. This can be considered part of the
processing status.
’contact’ between speaker and
(c) Knowledge of the physical and perceptual/cognitive
hearer. Wecall this the physical/perceptual context.
(d) Knowledgeof one’s own contribution production processes. This can be considered part
of one’s processing status.
(e) Knowledgeof the discourse structure. This can be considered part of the linguistic
context.
5. Interactive and reactive pressures. Wecall this the (local) social context.
It is worth noting that all types of dialogue context information consist of beliefs, knowledge,
goals, obligations (’pressures’), and other attitudinal elements. Whenwe speak of ’the dialogue
context’, we mean in fact always the dialogue context according to the speaker. What a speaker
does next in a dialogue depends only on how he views the context; for the purpose of dialogue
management, dialogue contexts are always subjective.
The importance of identifying the above types of context information is that the various information types have different logical properties, and the recognition of these properties allows us to
design effective and efficient inference systems to support dialogue management. Wenow turn to
a brief discussion of these properties.
3.1

Logical

properties

of information

types

For computationally adequate modeling of dialogue contexts, the crucial issue is how the context
information can be exploited in reasoning processes. Logically complex information should be
represented in an articulate way, allowing inference procedures to exploit the logical significance of
the articulation, while logically simple information should be represented in a simple way, allowing
fast, direct computation instead of searching and complex reasoning. Wetherefore consider the
information types distinguished above with the following two questions:
1. What is the logical articulation

and complexity of the information?

2. Do communicatingagents use the information in full-blown inferential processing or in simpler, special-purpose processing such as checking the value of a parameter?
FuU-blowninferential processing naturally goes hand in hand with articulate expression of
information, while simpler processing is appropriate for information with little internal structure.
The articulation
of information types and the complexity of the associated processing can be
investigated empirically by examining the semantic contents of the dialogue acts addressing the
various information types, and by investigating the complexity of subdialogues where the various
kinds of context information are the topic of conversation.

3.1.1

Semantic context

The semantic content of task-oriented dialogue acts can be quite articulate, reflecting the complexity of the task domain. It is the subject of the most elaborate discussions in a dialogue,
that dialogue participants reason about, make plans about, and use to guide their communicative
activity in a rational way.
Semantic context information, moreover, is often embeddedwithin recursive belief attitudes
as part of an agent’s information about his dialogue partner. As such, it is the most complex
kind of context information, combining the inherent complexity of task domain with that of
nested propositional attitudes. An adequate representation of this information therefore calls for
a logically sophisticated formalism with inference machinery.
3.1.2

Processing

Status

Processing status information is needed by a dialogue manager for the generation of feedback acts,
time management acts, and own communication management acts. This means that an agent’s
processing status should contain the following elements per process: (1) state of progress; (3)
difficulties encountered; (2) results obtained; (4) estimated time needed for completion.
In natural information dialogues the estimated time needed by a process is never expressed
in precise terms; we will therefore consider only the representation of time estimates in the same
crude way people do this. This can be accomplished with a simple parameter-value pair. The
same holds for feedback acts about reporting the state of progress of a process and for inarticulate
own communication management acts.
In negative feedback acts, when processing difficulties are reported, the speaker most of the
time signals the failure of a process, as in I beg you pardon?, or asks for clarification of a particular
item, as in This Tuesday?. This maybe represented with two parameters: one representing success
or failure, and one that mayhave a problematic item as its value. In the case of negative feedback
w.r.t, evaluation, an agent reports conflicts between new information and previously available
information. To detect such conflicts mayrequire full-blown inferential processing. It is therefore
not surprising that such feedback acts are often expressed not with dedicated feedback functions,
but with a general information-exchange function, using a full sentence with articulate semantic
contents. In such a case a parameter-value representation would be inadequate. Wewill deal with
this in the next section.
3.1.3

, !

Linguistic

context

and dialogue

memory

Linguistic context, a recording of what has happened in the dialogue, can serve as a memory.
This has the advantage that all other components of dialogue context do not need to have a
memory!Consider, for example, the modelling of a participant’s beliefs and intentions relating
to the underlying task. It would not suffice to only model the current beliefs and intentions, for
an agent may sometimes discover that something went wrong, and should then be able to return
to a previous state of beliefs and intentions. By associating with each utterance in the linguistic
context the changes that the utterance has brought about in the semantic context, we obviate
the need to ’remember’ these changes in the semantic context; any previous state of the semantic
context can be reconstructed from its current state plus the changes recorded in the linguistic
context. The same goes for other context components, i
The information that participants have about turn allocation is conveniently tegrated with the
linguistic context, which can be seen as a ’dialogue history’ (cf. Prince and Pernel, 1995), that
also records the turns in the preceding dialogue. In order to take the participants’ anticipations
as to how the dialogue will continue into account, we extend the dialogue history with a planned
1 Besidesthis backward-looking
aspect,linguistic contextin generalalso hasa forward-looking
aspect,containing
a speaker’sdiscourseplans, whichare the basis for discourse-structuring
acts. It mayalso be verypracticalto use
a con~e.z~
bufferfor storingthe mostrecentdialoguehistory,especiallyin viewof the fact that complete,definitive
processingof inputs often doesnot occurimmediately.Sucha buffer has for instance beenimplemented
in the
TENDUM
dialoguesystem(Buntet al., 1984)andmorerecentlyin the D~.NK
system,where~t is called the ’pending
context’(see Ahnet al., 1994;Buntet al., 1998;Piwek,1998).
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’dialogue future’, which can include the representation of the present and future allocation of
turns.
This view on the linguistic context has been implemented in the linguistic context model of
the PLUSdialogue system; see Bunt and Black (1999).
3.1.4

Physical/perceptual

context

Of the physical and perceptual context, which characterizes the ways the dialogue participants
can interact with their environment, including each other, the only aspects that can be changed by
the dialogue are the effective availability of communicationchannels and whether the participants
are paying attention to each other.
In the case of a telephone dialogue we thus need to represent in the speaker’s physical and
perceptual context his assumptions about the current availability of the telephone line. Whether
the participant whois not speaking is paying attention, is indistinguishable form the availability of
the communication channel. The contact managementacts we have found in telephone information
dialogues confirm this; physical and cognitive ’availability’ are not addressed separately. A single
parameter is thus sufficient to represent the partner’s assumed physical and mental ’presence’.
Whenthe participants can see each other, additional parameters may be needed.
3.1.5

Social

context

The local social context consists of the ’pressures’ to perform SOM-acts, created either by IP
rules expressing the conditions under which a certain ’initiative’ SOM-actis appropriate, or by a
preceding SOM-act.These ’pressures’ are in fact partical specifications of dialogue acts, typically
containing a communicative function and a context-dependent semantic content, and possibly
some constraints on the linguistic surface realization. As such, these pressures are represented
by substructures of the data structures (such as nested feature structures) that are used for the
linguistic context.
3.2

Information

types

and

reasoning

This brief analysis of the logical properties of the various dialogue context information types leads
to the conclusion that a computational model of dialogue context should distinguish the following
kinds of structures:
1. formulas in an expressive logical language, like typed lambda calculus with propositional
attitude operators;
2. parameters with simple, unstructured values;
3. nested feature structures,

or something similar for representing linguistic information.

Parameters maybe considered to be a special case of feature structures, so this may actually boil
downto just two kinds of representational structures. It should be borne in mind, however, that
the reason for distinguishing parameter-value representations is that they allow extremely efficient
’reasoning’, consisting simply of checking the value of a parameter, which is all that is required for
many dialogue control acts; this should not be lost by embedding these representations in a more
powerful formalism, which may be formally elegant but which entails unnecessarily more complex
processing.

4

Dialogue control

with articulate

information

The representation of processing status, perceptual/physical context, and interactive/reactive
pressures by simple parameter-value structures has computational advantages; it also has limitations. Consider, for instance, a dialogue system that supplies travel information, and a traveller
who asks for departure times of KLMflights from Amsterdamto Beijing on Monday.It so happens
that there are no such flights on Monday. The system should then produce a negative feedback
act containing that message, like (4b)
43

...’.:

f
timesof KLM flightsto BeijingnextMonday?
(4) a. Whatarethe departure
b. Thereare no KLMflightsto Beijingon Monday.
butthissemantic
content
is toocomplex
to be represented
by a parameter-value
structure;
it is
in facta pieceof taskdomain
information,
andis thusrepresented
likeallsemantic
context.
How
can the dialogue
managergenerate
sucha feedback
act?Theanswerdependson the difference
between
thetwowaysto construct
a dialogue
control
act,notedbeforeandindicated
in Table1.
Comparethefeedbackexample(4b)withone wherethespeaker’s
uterrance
was unintelligibleforthesystem.In thatcasethesystem’s
processing
statuswillcontainsomething
like
Recognition:
[PROGRESS:fail],
and fromthisthe dialoguemanagerwillgeneratea negative
feedback act that might be phrased as "Please repeat", an act with zero semantic content. In
the case of (4), we assume that a system component that is called to find departure times
flights to Beijing is unable to process a request, and something like Execution: [PROGRESS:
fail]
is recorded in the processing status. On the basis of that information, the dialogue manager might
generated a feedback message such as "Execution of request impossible." But there is more, for the
search for flights to Beijing was initiated by the system trying to construct an answer to (4a),
answer which the system is unable to construct. Nowone of the IP rules expressing cooperativity
says that if the system is unable to perform a requested action or to answer a question, it should
explain the reason why. If the reasoning process, involved in constructing the answer to the user’s
question ’knows’ that there are no flights to Beijing on Monday,it will be able to conclude that for
this reason no pertinent departure times can be found, and the dialogue manager will generate an
explanatory INFORM
act with that content. So the dialogue manager will generate two dialogue
acts, to be phrased e.g. as:
(5) a. Execution of request impossible.
b. There are no KLMflights

from Amsterdam to Beijing on Monday.

The dialogue manager should be sophisticated enough to schedule these acts in the right order, or
even to note that in this case (5b) alone is to be preferred, since it implies (5a).
Westarted out by considering the generation of an articulate negative feedback act like (4b)
- but the question might well be raised whether (4b) is actually a feedback utterance. In its
appearance, it is simply an INFORM
act. Indeed, there is little reason to consider the utterance in
any other way than an INFORM;
like other INFORMs,
it is generated on the basis of a cooperativity
principle expressing that, whenan agent has information available that he thinks is in the interest
of the partner and which the partner does not have, than this information should be provided.
Similar analyses maybe applied to other cases of dialogue control acts with articulate semantic
content. Such dialogue acts are invariably constructed with the help of general informationexchange functions (see Table 1), and can be generated as well as interpreted by the dialogue
manager simply by taking their communicative functions as such, rather than looking for an
interpretation
as a dialogue control act. Note that this corresponds with the view that, when
dialogue control information is discussed in an articulate manner, then the domainof discourse is
temporarily shifted from the underlying task to the interactive process. This in contrast with the
use of special-purpose DCfunctions plus marginal content, where the domain of discourse remains
that of the underlying task (as corroberated by the study of topic shifts in spoken information
dialogues by Rats, 1996). Whena dialogue shifts to interaction-related information, the state of
the task-related information is frozen until the dialogue returns there.

5

Concluding

remarks

Intelligent dialogue managementin mixed-initiative spoken dialogue systems relies on taking a
variety of types of context information into account. In order to do this in an efficient manner~we
have argued that logically simple context information should be represented in a simple way, and
logically complex information in a more articulate way.
Using different types of representation for different types of context information creates a
problemin situations wherea type of context information, that is adequately represented in a very
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simple form most of the time, exceptionally
requires articulate
representation
and sophisticated
reasoning.
We have indicated how this problem can be resolved,
and how a dialogue manager can
use several forms of context representation and reasoning for deciding on the generation of dialogue
acts, by clearly distinguishing
the different
ways in which dialogue acts may be constructed and
the conditions under which a particular
construction is to be used.
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